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Tidal Pool Software releases Frugal 1.0 - Find the Best Deal
Published on 03/09/09
Tidal Pool Software is pleased to announce the release of Frugal 1.0 for Apple iPhone,
iPhone 3G, and iPod Touch. Frugal compares grocery prices to help find the best deal while
shopping. It handles products in imperial and metric units to find out which actually has
the best price and by how much. Sometimes buying in quantity is not always cheaper. Find
out with Frugal and lower your grocery shopping bill.
Victoria, British Columbia, Canada - Tidal Pool Software is pleased to announce the
release of Frugal 1.0 for Apple iPhone, iPhone 3G, and iPod Touch. Frugal compares grocery
prices to help find the best deal while shopping. It handles products in imperial (US and
UK) and metric units to find out which actually has the best price and by how much.
Sometimes buying in quantity is not always cheaper. Find out with Frugal and lower your
grocery shopping bill.
Feature Highlights:
* Fast and easy grocery item entry
* Imperial (US and UK) and metric units for comparing product items, weight, volume, and
length
* Compare two or more items at a time
* Converts and shows quantities in both imperial and metric units
* Shows how much more expensive products are relative to the best deal
* History for checking your past price comparisons
Supported units:
* Items - item, dozen
* Weight - ounce, pounds, milligram, gram, kilogram
* Volume - fluid ounce (US/UK), pint (US/UK), quart (US/UK), gallon (US/UK), millilitre,
litre
* Length - inch, foot, yard, millimetre, centimetre, metre
Requirements:
* Apple iPhone OS 2.2.1 or later
* Apple iPhone, iPhone 3G, or iPod Touch
Pricing and Availability:
Frugal is now available for purchase on the Apple App Store for just $0.99 (USD).
Tidal Pool Software:
http://www.tidalpool.ca/
Frugal 1.0:
http://www.tidalpool.ca/frugal/
Download and Purchase:
http://phobos.apple.com/WebObjects/MZStore.woa/wa/viewSoftware?id=306344619&mt=8
Screenshot:
http://www.tidalpool.ca/frugal/images/screenshots/comparison.png
App Icon:
http://www.tidalpool.ca/frugal/images/icon.png
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Based in Victoria, BC, Canada, Tidal Pool Software is an independent software company
dedicated to writing great software for Mac OS X and iPhone. Copyright 2009 Tidal Pool
Software. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone and iPod are registered
trademarks of Apple Computer in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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